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Abstract
An impressive diversity of opinions concerning many important aspects of
the Frequency Modulation process are heard from users and vendors. It has
not been difficult to catch a single vendor contradicting themselves within
their own publications. Many of the claims vendors make are not supported
by
users'
experiences. Other users, on the other hand, have found many of
the
vendors'brightest claims to be realistic.
The information sought for this project was aimed to answer the question
"What can I expect if I implement Frequency Modulation screening
technology in my shop
today?" In order to answer that question effectively, a
clear and comprehensive understanding of the fundamentals of the FM
process is required. The results and experiences of those that have had the
opportunity to test the process are integral to a complete survey of the
technology as it exists today.
These requirements became the focus of this research effort. With limited
access to any of the hardware and software necessary to implement an FM
screen, research must necessarily be conducted by means of interviews,
seminar attendance and surveys of recent publications.
A list of questions was developed primarily out of the discussions at the
GATF Technology Alert in Pittsburgh this past January and the Seybold
Conference in Boston this spring. Both covered Frequency Modulated
VI
screening extensively. The GATF seminar was particularly helpful in
developing a set of relevant questions that were shared by many of the users
later contacted.
Even among knowledgeable users and lithographic crafts people, the range
of opinions on nearly every relevant topic covers the gamut of possibilities. A
consensus among all of the sources included within this project on any major
topic relevant to FM screening has proved difficult. The framework used here
must therefore be flexible enough to accommodate contradictory opinions
within its findings. Interviews were only conducted with experts recognized
in the field and with users having first-hand experience in their own FM
experiments. Testing and validation of the opinions and experiences reported
here has not been part of this project, rather, the anecdotal experiences of
many qualified users together are presented as a valid indication of what new
users may expect when implementing the FM process.
As it appeared that the range of possible answers to each question had been
uncovered, the answers were formatted into short, self-contained bits of
information. It is intended that a curious user be able to access complete
chunks of knowledge contained within the document quickly without need
for any supporting information (besides the requirement of familiarity with
basic lithographic principles.) Most topics are less than a page. Some are more
and a few are only short paragraphs.
No first-hand verification of the information presented here has been
attempted. By collecting the opinions and experiences of qualified users and
researchers in the field familiar with the process, a body of knowledge is
created which accurately reflects the state of the FM process as it currently
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exists and provides an answer to the question "What can I expect if I
implement Frequency Modulation screening technology in my shop
today?"
Many early reports of FM screening implied that FM screening would
soon sweep all of lithographic printing. As the realities and the difficulties
involved in the process have become known and reported, it becomes
apparent that a less enthusiastic and better balanced opinion indicates that FM
screening can create a much improved print product though production
difficulties make FM screening unlikely to gain wide use before dramatic
improvements in the tools used to maintain process controls.
vm
Chapter 1
Introduction
Frequency Modulation screening makes two major improvements in the
conventional lithographic process. It uses smaller printing dots to create
higher image detail and allows greater ink densities to improve tonal range
and contrast. Yet these improvements come at a cost to production speed and
a severe tightening of process tolerances.
Frequency Modulation screening, also known as "Stochastic
Screening,"
and within this paper generally called "FM
screening,"has been commercially
available to lithographers since the spring of 1993 though the concept as it is
implemented today has been known for many years. Since the first vendors
announced their FM products in the spring of 1993, new vendors have
continued to add to their ranks. There are currently over fifteen vendors
promoting some sort of frequency modulated screening and perhaps a great
many more than twenty in the wings. Though the benefits of FM screening
are claimed by promoters to be remarkable and discussion of the process has
reached far-flung corners of the publishing industry, implementation of the
technology has been slow to spread. In the year the process has been
commercially available, few printers and separators have made the process a
regular part of their production despite general interest and excitement
among buyers of print and great curiosity among lithographers.
An informal survey of FM screening users participating in a GATF in
February of 1994 found that the proportion of sales resulting from FM
screening remains around 3% of overall volume and is not growing very
rapidly. The process remains more a curiosity than an important production
tool.
There remains interest tempered by doubts and lack of information within
the printing community. FM screening has yet to be accepted or well-
understood. Skepticism reins over the general enthusiasm vendors have
created.
The promise of dramatic benefits from FM screening contrast strongly
with its slow implementation. This contrast evidences a need for an
informative resource on the Frequency Modulation process which makes
clear the benefits as well as the pitfalls associated with the process from an
impartial viewpoint. No source of information currently exists which brings
together comprehensive information in impartial coverage for newcomers
that is not skewed by a vendor's persuasive self-interest or marred by the
brevity of magazine coverage.
More complete information on the process will enable potential users to
better understand the markets for such a product. Better knowledge of the
results of the process will allow potential users to make informed decisions
rather than emotional commitments or foot-dragging. A comprehensive
survey of the field and developments provides a basis for the most
advantageous use of all the tools available to printers today.
With the aim of improving the quality of information available on the
FM process, a tutorial has been created which presents six subjects organized
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into approximately sixty topics relevant to the production of FM screens and
their printing in short, concise chunks which stand alone without reliance on
any other topics for explanation.
This research project has focused on the current wisdom of those familiar
with the FM process and the experiences of those implementing the process.
The great difficulty in research on a currently developing topic such as FM
screening is to separate reliable information from the apocryphal. Since the
FM process is still evolving and changing, it is natural to expect contradictory
reports. Where broadly differing opinions have been uncovered on a
particular topic, efforts have been made to present the disparate viewpoints in
a fashion that makes clear the issues and questions surrounding them.
The data in this tutorial is necessarily based on second hand research. No
single person or research project could possibly do all the research required to
develop definitive results on all of the issues covered. The typical user,
including those surveyed for this report, are not in a position to do
comprehensive research either. In a production environment, their purpose
is to get the process working in an acceptable fashion as soon as possible and
to make improvements incrementally. Their experience, then, is anecdotal
and, while useful, not comprehensive or thorough.
In compiling the results of the research, if some single report seemed to
lack real world experience or a firm understanding of the process, it has not
been included in this tutorial. All opinions based on first hand experience or
thorough research have be acknowledged and included in one way or
another.
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Some topics do, in fact, present diametrically opposed and conflicting
opinions. Rather than attempt to evaluate which of the various opinions
were correct, the disparities have been presented as they were received. It is
expected that this unbiased reporting will enhance the future development of
the FM process by clearly defining the issues and problems and furthering
their discussion.
The tutorial covers questions related to real-life use of the FM process in a
production environment and relevant background theory. This tutorial is
presented as a comprehensive survey of the experiences and results of the
Frequency Modulation process as it stands today.
12
Chapter 2
Tutorial Methods
One of the most important changes in the printed product FM screening may
make in relation to AM screening is the enhancement of image detail. Yet
some detractors of FM screening question whether the technology actually
does improve image detail. They argue that the image grain in the
quartertone of FM images looks worse than common AM screens.
Important questions about the benefits and proper implementation of FM
screening concern the validity of the many claims for the process. For
example, "Is it true that FM screening can deliver detail equal to conventional
halftones with only half the scanner
resolution?"
Such a range of opinions exist in response to this topic and to the many
other topics related to FM screening, that, in order to judge the reliability of
the experiences and conclusions reported by users, it becomes necessary to
understand the operating principles underlying the FM process. If the
fundamental principles of the process are understood, the many claims
surrounding the process and their validity are more easily evaluated.
The methods used to create FM screens have not reached maturity or
stability. Processes are still developing and improving. The production
13
process is not clearly mapped nor foolproof. Consensus on many factors of the
process may be reached as soon as the next two to three years or possibly
much longer before common practices are clearly delineated.
This tutorial provides the information necessary to theoretically
understand the Frequency Modulation process applied to lithography by any
vendor by concentrating on the fundamentals involved while avoiding the
bias which would occur by reference to any particular vendor's
implementation.
The Audience
Lithographers in need of technical information on FM screening constitute
the target audience. Most of the topics included in the tutorial relate directly
to some aspect of conventional lithography and rely on an understanding of
these aspects to further the discussion in FM screening. It is assumed
throughout that the tutorial user is familiar with the lithographic process. No
attempts are made to elucidate concepts common in the industry today.
The Interactive Format
The tutorial allows the user to quickly locate specific areas of inquiry from a
menu of items. All six subjects are directly accessible from the main menu.
Each subject covers an average of ten topics accessed from the individual
subject menus.
An important advantage of on-screen information is its ready accessibility.
Long pages of text could only detract from this strength in presentation. On-
14
screen information needs to be quickly intelligible. Therefore the text of each
topic has been pared down to concise statements of the material.
The Contents
Data has been gathered from current users, publications and interviews with
experts in the field. The issues addressed include: benefits and drawbacks of
FM screening; detail in FM screens; digital image sampling requirements;
proofing system reliability; plate resolution necessary; capability of presses to
reproduce the separations; dot gain variation from conventional halftoning;
dot gain compensation; RIP requirements and setup; and printability.
Knowledgeable users and experts were contacted and asked a battery of
questions. The most interest and passion these interviews generated was on
the topics of scanner resolution, proofing techniques and process capabilities
to hold fine microdots.
On the topic of scanning resolution, there were two categories of opinion:
those that use significantly reduced resolution compared to AM screening
and those that don't. Both camps adamantly maintain their ground.
15
Chapter 3
Tutorial Questions and Answers
Fundamentals
Pros and Cons of Frequency Modulation Screening
Pros:
Images look smoother and display greater detail.
Image file sizes may be reduced to 25% of conventional file sizes.
No possibility of screen moire.
Faster press make-ready on unmodified lithographic presses.
Ink/water balance is more easily maintained.
Heavier ink coverage produces more dynamic range.
Drying times are reduced due to more evenly distributed ink, and
thinner layers of ink.
Registration not a factor in maintaining color balance.
Touch plates, bump plates and screened spot colors can overprint
process colors without danger of moire.
Mid-tone jump, the rapid transition from slightly less than a mid-
tone value to slightly more than a midtone value, is eliminated. There
is no sudden transition from separate dots to joined dots.
Cons:
Image grain can be objectionable, especially in quartertones.
Reduced tolerances throughout the production process require
careful process controls and monitoring far beyond those required for
AM screening.
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FM images are currently difficult to proof; difficult to dupe and
difficult to contact. For these reasons, conventional film assembly is
strongly discouraged.
"... conventional screening is more tolerant of deviation and any
changes in film and chemical processing are not noticeable in the final
result. Many who adopt this technology will have to adopt a new level
of precision throughout their production process."1
RIP processing is much intensive though the effects may be
mitigated by RIP accelerators and smaller image files.
Since increases in the ink film layer do not affect the size of FM dots
as dramatically as AM dots, poorly separated images cannot easily be
improved on press through ink key adjustments.2
The smallest microdot size too small for most printers to handle.3
More Dynamic Images
"... through less overprinting and better distribution of non-ink areas .
. . . and better diffusion in highlight areas and more even spreading of
different color values with fewer overprinted colors and less paper to
absorb light, the result is better color reproduction."4
By less overprinting of inks and by spreading ink out over more of
the page (leaving smaller gaps between dots), each printed dot is less
contaminated by overprinted inks and less unprinted substrate shows
through to desaturate the purity of each ink. The result is a cleaner,
more dynamic image.
More ink may be laid down to further increase the printing gamut.
Up to 15% more ink can be held on the sheet.5 Higher ink densities
result in minimal dot gain compared to AM screens which results in
more ink laid down within the same dot area of an FM screen.
In transition areas of an image from white to neutral gray, FM
screens exhibit less rainbowing or banding than conventional screens.6
Larger conventional halftone dots leave a proportionally larger area
of white space between dots. This increased area of white space will
skew the perceived color and desaturate inks. Higher line screens leave
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less white space between dots and therefore reproduce more accurate
colors. Compensation for proportionality failure is built into the
conventional process and is not generally considered when performing
conventional screening. With FM screening, the ratio of white area to
inked area changes and can alter transfer curve calculations if not
considered. Any given screened area will give a different appearance
according to the distance between the dots. This phenomenon is also
known as flair effect.7
The significant reduction of proportionality failure in FM screening
is responsible in part for its increased tonal range. Without the diluting
effect of white paper, the inks retain more of their fully saturated
appearance when screened and printed.
Eliminating Screen Angles
Eliminating the rosette pattern relieves the printer from the possibility
of moire on press and relaxes the need for critical registration. It is
impossible to develop moire from misaligned or miscalculated screens.
Though theoretically, subject moire is still a possibility.8
Poor registration will not cause color shifts or rainbows in the
neutrals as happens in AM screens due to the moire effects of an out-
of-register rosette pattern. FM screens printed out-of-register will still
look out of register, just as in AM screening, but color will not be
affected.
Gray Levels in FM Screening
Traditional calculations to determine the number of gray levels no
longer hold with FM screens. In AM screening, the combination of
imagesetter addressability and line screen determine the number of
laser spots per halftone cell; the number of spots per cell determine the
number of grays. FM screens have no halftone cell to limit the number
of grays. With FM screening, no matter how high or low the
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imagesetter addressability, the basic printing dot is a uniform size
which will not change until it begins to merge with neighboring dots.
The question of gray levels becomes less relevant.9 The vital question
shifts to "How much detail is being reproduced?"The answer is
affected by the imagesetter resolution and the scanning resolution.
Input Sampling
Comparing the same image file printed using AM and FM screens, the
FM image will reliably present better detail. Thus, to achieve the same
level of detail, lower sampling can be used with FM screens.
The AM halftone process prints large dots with large spaces between
dots. The process of converting a near continuous tone scanned image
to AM screens requires that detail be thrown out and averaged into the
halftone dots. Several scan pixels are used to create each single halftone
dot. The usual ratio of scan pixels to halftone dots is 4:1.10
In FM screening, much more detail transfers to the screen. The ratio
of scan pixels to printing dots is much lower than in conventional
screening. Vendors have claimed that ratios as low as 1:1 produce
acceptable image quality. However, most users report that they use the
same scan resolution as for conventional images.
Since FM screening allows the reproduction of much greater detail,
for very high quality jobs, scan resolutions even higher than the usual
AM scan resolutions can be used to further enhance detail.
FM and HiFi Color
FM screening is ideal for printing with an extended color gamut.
Several color spaces have been defined for printing which use more
than four process colors. Additional colors are typically orange, green,
red, and violet. Usually, two or three of these are used in combination
with traditional CMYK. The additional colors create more dynamic
images with better range and contrast.11
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Conventional screens are limited in their use of these extended
gamuts in process images because any fifth or additional overprinted
screen will cause moire with the other colors. Inks angled any closer
that 30 degrees will create an objectionable moire pattern. This limits
the number of colors that can be screened in any single area to
effectively four. (Only three angles are available at 30 degree intervals
before they begin to repeat themselves. An exception to the rule is
made in the case of the yellow printer. The yellow printer is separated
by only 15 degrees from the nearest screens. The moire thus created is
not highly visible because yellow is so light.) FM screens have no
angles and no possibility to moire. Any number of colors can be
overprinted using FM screens without fear of degradation due to
moire.
FM screening eliminates angled screens. No moire pattern is
possible by any orientation of FM screens. Any number of colors can
therefore be overprinted without danger of moire.
FM and Waterless Printing
Waterless printing enjoys 5 10% less dot gain than conventional
lithography which allows much finer line screens and higher ink
densities.12 Some printers regularly print 600 line per inch
conventional halftone screens with excellent results. However,
waterless presses are very expensive and demanding on their
operators. Tolerances are quite small; ink /water balance is hard to
maintain. Special, expensive, plates and inks are required.
FM screens are able to produce an equivalent level of detail and
brilliance of color using conventional presses, conventional plates, and
inks.
FM screening on a waterless press may produce
"phenomenal"
results. The excess dot gain inherent with FM screens is offset by the
minimal dot gain on waterless presses. Both systems alone produce
clear vibrant color and high detail; together the effects are multiplied.13
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FM screens achieve the goal of fine image detail without waterless
presses and with much less trouble with ink/water balance or press
maintenance. It is an excellent alternative to waterless lithography.
Describing Dot Area
Terms such as "quartertone," "mid-tone," and "shadow" all still apply
in describing the tones of FM images. In the same respect, percentage
evaluations also accurately describe the tones of FM images.
Line Screen Equivalents in FM
There is no obvious relation between the line screen of conventional
dots and the imagesetter resolution of FM dots. When people say that
FM dots at 21 microns equal a 150 line screen, they are repeating a
subjective evaluation that has gained wide acceptance.
Dot Etching FM Films
The small size of the dot, the difficulty in accurately contacting dot for
dot and the fragility of the imagesetter soft dot make both dry and wet
etching difficult to
control.14
Fundamentals In-depth
Definition of FM Screening and
"Stochastic"
"With Frequency Modulation screening, all halftone microdots are the
same very small size perhaps as small as a single recorder element
but their average number per surface area, or frequency, varies
according to the tone value to be reproduced. Moreover, their spatial
distribution is carefully distributed by algorithms that place dots in
accordance with a statistical evaluation of the tone and detail in
adjacent parts of the image so that no clumping or unwanted grouping
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of microdots is apparent. In effect, the dot placement is based on a
scheme of "calculated randomness."15
Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary defines stochastic as from the
Greek "stochasticos skillful at aiming, from stochazesthai to aim, to
guess at. 1: Random: involving random variables, 2: involving chance
or probability."16 Stochastic is used in mathematics to describe the
process used to analyze and predict the motion of particles in a viscous
liquid.17 It is now used in printing to describe the process of precisely
placing dots so as to appear random.
The term "stochastic" has been coined in printer's circles to mean
"predictable on average."18
It is loosely used to mean the same process as Frequency
Modulation screening, however, the term stochastic encompasses
more screening methods than only FM.
FM Screens versus AM Screens
FM screening places small dots in a pattern of calculated and changing
randomness. FM screening varies the frequency of printing dots across
the page. AM varies the size of dot and maintains the same distance.
"The only difference to Amplitude Modulation screening is then
that the dots in the bitmap are arranged differently, i.e. as isolated small
dots rather than as a coherent area. If an image were screened according
to that simple procedure, the irregularly arranged dots, would produce
an objectionable pattern. To avoid this disadvantage, the dot
arrangement should be varied even for the same gray value."19
Error Diffusion and Thresholding
Error diffusion is part of the process of calculating the randomization
of FM spots. When any particular pixel is imaged, it can only be black
or white though the pixel it images is rarely either. Error diffusion is
the process of adding the difference between the B & W value of a
printing dot and the gray values of the image pixel it represents to the
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next-imaged pixel so that the error of one dot is compensated for when
imaging the next. The "error" in error diffusion is the difference
between the B & W value of a printing dot and the gray value of the
image pixel.
For example, the image pixel currently being imaged has a gray
value of 113. The threshold is 127. The printing dot will print (on); its
value is 0. The error is 113 (113 - 0). The next imaged pixel has a gray
value of 120. The gray value is added to the previous error for a current
value of 233. the printing dot will not print (off); its value is 255. The
error is 22 (255 - 233). 20
Thresholding is the process used to determine whether a printing
dot will be on or off, printing or non-printing. Though an image may
display a smooth area of mid-tone, the printing dots representing that
tone must be alternately on and off in order to accurately represent that
gray. The gray value of the currently image pixel is compared against
some threshold value. Whether the gray is higher or lower than the
threshold will determine whether the dot is a printing dot or not. The
threshold may be a single value for every image pixel or it may consist
of an array of values.
Preliminary Testing
Some printers report that after some difficulties in pre-press, their first
FM plates ran with almost no difficulties on their very first run.
Problems may arise, however, with pre-press as well as on press.
". . . printers receiving their first FM films should plan to go to press at
least twice as they learn new press techniques."21
Since image files sizes for FM screens are radically undersampled
compared to conventional screens, it is not possible to use an image
scanned for FM screening in a conventional separation. Images
scanned for conventional separations can easily be sampled down to
use in FM screening or can be used at their full resolution in FM
screening, though little advantage will be gained by the excess
resolution and processing time will increase dramatically.
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Before ripping, the transfer curve will be applied to the image to
compensate to the excess dot gain inherent in FM screens.
Work flow proceeds as with conventional screens. No special setups
or dot gain adjustments are used.
The decision to screen stochastically or conventionally does not
have to be made until ready to send to the RIP with the caveat that the
amount of USM desired may change for maximum image quality based
on the type screen selected.
Second Order FM Screening
"Second Order" FM screening is only beginning to be implemented. No
vendors currently support full Second Order FM screening, though a
few are implementing an imitation of Second Order by stretching the
spots in one direction. 22
Second order FM screening uses Frequency modulated and
amplitude modulated methods to vary the size of the printing dot as
well as the spacing of dots.
Matching Spot Colors
In early releases of vendor's implementations of FM screening spot
colors did not match well due to inaccurate color lookup tables thrown
off by unfamiliar dot gain characteristics of FM screens. This problem is
still being addressed.
"Grain" in Quartertones
The
"grain,"
or sandpaper look, visible especially in the quartertones of
FM screens is the product of the randomization of FM dots. 23
The human eye is capable of filtering, or ignoring, certain types of
noise. The noise of an AM screen is easily filtered so that it is
unnoticed in normal viewing circumstances. AM screens are filterable
because they are of a regular period. FM screens, on the other hand, are
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without period and therefore random. Random noise is not filterable
and therefore appears grainy.
Dots joining in the quartertones grow to sizes that begin to be
noticeable, producing the grainy look, yet not so large that they merge
into each other. This more frequently occurs with spot sizes larger than
20 microns and in very smooth image areas.
The effect can be muted by using a smaller microdot and a softer
stock. Some vendors are considering or beta testing AM screens within
FM screened images to reduce this problem. The AM screens are used
where FM screen would exhibit grain or other unwanted artifacts.
Part of the problem seems to be with the algorithms that determine
the way microdots begin to join up. More precisely calculated transfer
curves may smooth this transition by stretching out the contrast in the
critical areas around the quartertone to midtone transition. 24
Changes made in vendor algorithms recently have made some
improvements in the grain problem and it is expected that
improvements will continue to develop. A higher resolution and
smaller microdot will help the situation.
A combination of AM and FM screens within an image may
provide the best solution to reduction of grain in the future of FM
images. AM dots are best used in smooth tonal areas to maintain a
smooth appearance in the screens. FM dots are best used in areas of
tonal transition to reproduce as much detail as possible. 25
Dot Gain
Dot gain occurs around the perimeter of dots. When a large dot is
broken into smaller dots, the ratio of circumference to area increases.
More perimeter will create more dot gain. For any given dot density,
there will be more perimeter in a FM screen than in a conventional
screen. The extra dot gain is an inherent feature of smaller dots.
The midtone dot has greater perimeter than the quartertone and
therefore grows more. A gain of 1 |im in a 40% dot at 200 line screen
gives an increase of 1% in dot size.
25
Transfer Curves
A transfer curve is a curve that adjusts the ratio of input values to
output values. The transfer curve is applied before ripping the image
but after all color corrections have been made. When applying a
transfer curve to adjust for dot gain on press, every dot percentage in
the file is reduced by an amount specified by the curve. For example,
the curve shows that for an input value of 50% the output value
should be 32%. When the file is ripped, those areas that should print as
a 50% dot will be reproduced on film as a 32% dot. On press, dot gain of
18% will increase the 32% dot to the desired 50% dot.
In the creation of a transfer curve, a test target consisting of at least
10 steps is ripped and printed. The resulting densities are measured on
the printed substrate and noted for each test target step. Where the
image should be 50% but measures 73%, a dot gain of 23% is present
and the transfer curve at 50% will be suppressed by 23%. This
procedure is performed at every step of the scale.
A second test using the transfer curve should be run to check the
results. Often a second round of calibration will be necessary.
"The tone value compensation ... is, therefore, established from
the final press sheet, rather than from an intermediate result on the
recording
film."26
Proper transfer curves are absolutely vital to successful
implementation of FM screens. They must be calculated for specific
production processes. To use a transfer curve "out of the
box" from a
vendor could lead to difficulty.
Scanning
'One-to-One" Scan Resolution
The standard scan resolution for conventional screens is
"two-to-one,"
meaning a scanner sampling rate of two pixels for every halftone dot
linearly and vertically. (Two across and two down make a grid of four
26
scan pixels forming one halftone dot.) If the line screen is 150 lpi, a
scanner resolution of 300 ppi gives a two to one sampling. "One-to-
one"in AM screening gives a very unpleasant, jagged image.27
The term "one-to-one" when used to describe scan resolution of an
FM screen refers to the implicitly subjective and widely agreed upon
determination that the detail of a particular conventional line screen
equals the detail of a particular FM imagesetter resolution. The scan
resolution in a "one-to-one" ratio is the ratio of scanner resolution to
the halftone screen that a particular FM screen is said to equal. Thus if
imagesetter resolution of 2400 dpi equals a 150 line screen, a "one-to-
one"
scan resolution for 2400 dpi FM screen is 150 pixels per inch.
Any ratio like "one-to-one" used to describe FM scans and screens
misstates the case. Since there is no regularly repeating screen in FM
images, only imagesetter resolution can be used to describe the
resolution of the screened image.
Subject Moire
FM screening does not necessarily eliminate all cases of subject moire.
Theoretically, there remains a potential for moire to occur between
patterns in the subject and the pattern of square scanner grid.28 Some
users of FM technology report jagged diagonal lines similar to jagged
diagonals in conventional screening.29 Higher imagesetter resolution
should smooth any jagged line not perpendicular to the imagesetter
grid.
Dot Gain Compensation
In AM screening, dot gain is usually compensated for in the scanning
process. Currently, many users of FM technology are scanning for
conventional dot gain and using transfer curves to compensate for the
additional dot gain above that inherent in the conventional process.
This procedure gives them the flexibility to print with AM or FM
27
screens. It also relieves scanner operators of trying to learn new dot
gain curves.30
USM
The fine detail retained in FM screening makes the need for USM less
acute. In some cases, USM in a FM image can create additional
problems by accentuating noise in the image which would have been
lost in a conventional image.31 The result of over-accentuated detail
will be objectionable harshness. In general, less or the same amount of
USM is recommended.
"Unsharp masking (USM) , undercolor removal (UCR) , and gray
component replacement (GCR) are not influenced by FM screening and
may all be used in the same manner."32
However, adjustments may improve the image even further. In
some cases, additional USM may improve an image beyond the best
capable with a conventional image by taking advantage of the full
range of detail available with FM screens.
Image Detail
Though the AM halftone screen is generally not noticed in casual
viewing of printed matter, its course grain can be detected by the
unaided eye. Making the
"grain"
of printing dots finer renders the
image with more accurate detail. (This is the effect achieved by printers
using high lines screens on waterless presses.) However, FM screening
will not smooth undersampled blends or sharpen out of focus scans.
The detail in FM screens is not limited by the constraints AM
screens imposed. Additional detail can be reproduced if it is captured in
scanning. It is possible that FM screens will benefit from USM even
more than AM screens due to higher levels of reproducible detail. "FM
screening benefits from high resolution scans because of the greater
amount of detail that it can deliver. It is no longer necessary to limit
scan resolution based on screen ruling".33 The amount of USM applied
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and the scan resolution required depend upon the image quality
desired and individual image characteristics. If scan parameters are
properly adjusted, the potential exists to increase the level of image
detail beyond any possible in AM screens. The detail gained with FM
technology reveals itself best in the reproduction of line work and type
within a scanned image. 34
Higher Scan Resolutions
According to the Nyquist theorem, increased scan resolutions will not
improve any AM screened image beyond twice the line screen. FM
screens carry more detail than conventional screens using the same
scan resolution. FM screens are not limited by the constraints of this
theorem. Some FM users report that scan resolutions higher than
those for conventional screening increase further the greater range of
detail exhibited in FM screens. It is uncommon for any user to scan at a
resolution higher than 3.5:1.
The benefits of higher resolutions in part depend on the image. An
original with high detail may benefit from high scan resolution while
soft images will gain nothing.
Other users have reported that images scanned at 225 pixels per inch
look better than images scanned at 300 pixels per inch when both are
printed with a 21 micron screen.
Smaller Image File Sizes
Image file sizes for FM screens may be smaller than images to be
separated conventionally for an equal quality of detail. Since the FM
process achieves greater detail with the same size file, a smaller file
achieves the same detail as a larger conventional file. FM screen
vendors have claimed that a "1:1 ratio is an adequate scanning
In other words, to achieve an FM screen with the level of
detail in a 150 line screen scanned with the conventional 2:1 scanning
resolution, FM screens only require a scan resolution equal to the line
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screen of the detail intended to match. However, users do not report
satisfactory results with such low ratios. Unless the image is very soft
in detail, many users still scan for FM screens at a "2:1" ratio or even
higher for very finely detail images.
Scanner Resolution
Possibly lower scanner resolutions can be used with stochastically
screened images compared with conventionally screened images.
The recommended scanner resolution for AM screens, based on the
Nyquist theorem, is two times screen frequency.35 However, many
separators produce quality AM screens with ratios as low as one and
one half times the screen frequency.
FM screened images may require even less resolution to achieve the
same perceived results. An easy rule is to use half the resolution used
to scan conventional separations of the same detail. This results in files
size 25% the size of a conventional file.
Some users report that they notice degradation in image detail even
when slightly reducing scanning resolution from levels used
conventionally.36 "With FM screens, there is no screen ruling, so the
determination of the scanning resolution becomes solely based on
quality. . . . While some have claimed that lower scan resolutions may
be used with FM screens, it is unlikely that users who are looking to
show off high levels of detail will choose to scan at lower
resolutions."37 Images with an abundance of fine detail require greater
scanner resolution to maintain image quality.
Other users, however, report no noticeable image degradation until
dropping below 140 dpi depending on the image sharpness.38
Still other users report that FM images look better when sampled at
225 dpi than when sampled at 300 dpi.39
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RIP and Imagesetter
FM Dot Shape
Dots are created from imagesetter laser spots usually grouped into a 2
by 2 or 3 by 3 grid. A 3600 dpi laser spot creates a 7.5 micron spot. To
create a 14 |im dot, two spots across and two spots down are grouped
together.
Individual printing dots are tiny spots of the specified laser dpi.
They join to form "worms" in the quartertones and fill in as the tone
increases. The worms closely resemble conventional mezzotints.40
Dot Growth
As the tonal value increases, more dots are printed. Each dot is kept
separate from its neighbors until they are forced to connect. Clumping
is avoided at densities lower than the midtones by algorithms which
keep all of the printing dots separate, unjoined with their neighbors. (A
truly random pattern would create random and objectionable
clumping.) At higher density levels, the dots join together a few at a
time. Tonal transitions smoother than AM screens are created because
there is no corner dot link-up at any particular tone. 41
Dot Size
A micron is one thousandth of a millimeter and noted as
"|im." An
imagesetter spot at 3600 dpi is 7 u.m. At 2400 dpi the spot is 10.5 urn. A
2x2 grid is used to create the basic printing spots of 14 and 21 u.m
respectively.
A 14 |im spot is about the size of a 1% dot at a 200 lines per inch
screen. A 21 |im spot is about the size of a 1% dot at a 133 lines per inch
screen. Processing conditions will affect the size of the actual dots on
film.
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Spot sizes up to 70 |im are currently implemented by some
vendors.42
Output Time
Though FM screening calculations are more intense than AM
calculations, the potential for smaller file sizes may offset the increased
processing time. Also, imagesetter resolution will often be lower than
for conventional screens, resulting in faster print times. This seems to
result in about an even trade-off in time, though results will vary based
on specific production practices.
FM, Conventional Screens and Type on the Same Page
Many vendors promote the ability to rip both types of images on the
same page. This ability to rip conventional and FM screens on the same
page rest with the implementation by vendors. The PostScript Level II
technology allows for multiple screening algorithms on the same page.
Electronically imaged type begins to look very good at resolutions
around 1000 to 1200 dpi. If pages are imaged using an imagesetter
addressability lower than this threshold, the type will look more or less
jagged whether the images are screened conventionally or
stochastically. Therefore, when using low imagesetter resolutions, type
should be output separately and double burned on the plates.43
Scanning Resolution and Imagesetter Addressability
In conventional screening, the general rule of thumb is that the
imagesetter resolution should be 16 times the line screen to reproduce
the full range of 256 shades of color a printing press can print.
Stochastically, 8 bits of image data will always yield 256 gray level
regardless of imagesetter resolution. 44
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Final Film, Proofing and Plating
Film Density
Film density and the amount of "fringe" on dots, and dot gain in
plating are interrelated. A Dmax of 3.5 and the sharpest possible dot
edges are recommended to minimize dot gain when plating. Process
controls, including imagesetter calibration and processing, must be
optimized to minimize "fringe."45
Film Characteristics
High contrast films are critical to suppressing dot gain possible from
the partially exposed area around the small FM dots. All films exhibit
some area of partially exposed transition area around the well exposed
dot which can lead to a gain in dot size. Slight gains in dots as small as
FM dots will have a dramatic effect. High contrast films will help to
minimize the partially exposed areas and reduce the potential for gain
from, this step.46
Due to the fine tolerances inherent in the FM production process,
films with the widest possible exposure latitude will enable the best dot
reproduction.
Changes to Current Proofing Techniques
Conventional proofing techniques using analog materials are designed
to accurately reflect the changes in dots structure and size of AM
screens on press. Since FM microdots behave so differently, current
proofing techniques are not able to reflect the behavior of FM dots on
press. Much of the calibration in analog systems is built into the
manufacture of materials and will not be easily changed.
A printer desperate for an accurate proof might go to the extreme of
producing two sets of film: one set used to make plates calibrated as
usual for FM screens and another set, calibrated more like the
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calibration for conventional screens to be used form proofing. If the set
used to make plates has been calibrated to produce the desired dots size
on press, "proof set" may give a fairly accurate representation of the
printed results using the standard proofing materials and setups for
conventional screens.47
Conventional versus Electronic Proofs
Most users agree that accurate proofs are hard to obtain.48Current
proofing techniques are calibrated to accurately predict the behavior of
AM dots on press. AM dot behavior radically differs from FM behavior.
Conventional proofing systems cannot be adjusted by the end user to
reflect FM dot behavior.
Some analog systems more accurately predict FM dot behavior than
others. The granular toners used in some analog systems are too large
to hold the fine printing dots used in FM screening and are therefore
unacceptable as a contract proof.49
The future of FM proofing lies with electronic proofing.50 Electronic
proofs are said to produce excellent results in part because screenless
electronic proofs mimic FM screens in the way dots are laid on the
substrate.
On-press dot gain behavior is more easily mimicked with an
electronic proof since transfer curves developed from densitometer
readings are easily entered and adjusted. Unsatisfactory proofing
transfer curves can be repeatedly adjusted until they match an existing
press sheet.
Conventional Process Controls
The minute size of the fundamental printing dot exaggerates every
defect in current proofing techniques. Tolerances are generally
tightened. Where dust and dirt caused slight problems in the AM
screening process. They can create big problems in the FM screening
process. The proofing area must be kept clean to avoid reproducing
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minute particles. Since the entire system relies on small sized dots,
small dirt particles will make noticeable defects. Printing microdots in
FM screens are as small and smaller than dirt in AM screening that has
traditionally been eliminated by overexposing the plates.
Consistent and even vacuum pressure are required for plate to plate
and across the plate consistency. Slight variations in vacuum pressure
will allow hot spots to develop which will be much more noticeable
than would the same hot spots created in an AM screen.
Dot Representation in Electronic Proofs
The only need for proofs with exactly reproduced FM microdots is to
reveal the existence of subject moire within an image.51 The final
product of a printed image is judged on the characteristics evident to
viewers at reading distance. If the proof accurately represents the
appearance of a final sheet, no dots should be required.
Plate Type
Plates with toothed surfaces, or matte finished, exhibit good draw down
and therefore more even and accurate exposure.
Plate Resolution
In order to print high resolution dots, in the range of 14 to 25 microns,
the plate must be able to resolve 4 to 6 micron images. The plates must
be exposed to hold a 6 8 micron test target in order to hold the
smallest dots.52
A microline target should be used to determine a plate's resolution.
"Plate resolution is determined by finding the specific target whose
negative and positive halves look the same. For example, if the lines
appear to be the same thickness in the 8-micron target, the plate
resolution is 8 microns."53
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The plate must hold single FM dots in the highlight and shadow. If
single dots are lost, potentially all detail in the 0% 20% and 80 100%
areas will be lost. (Tone in these areas is entirely reproduced by single
microdots spread at appropriate distances.) This may require that the
plate be underexposed according to conventional standards in order to
hold dots at both ends of the spectrum. Reduced exposures may result
in shorter plate life and an increase in reproduced dirt; a post-exposure
is recommended to harden the dots for longer plate life.54 Absolute
attention to cleanliness is required to prevent the reproduction of dirt
in the plate.
Vacuum Frames
Good quality vacuum frames are required to reduce variability in the
contacting process. A poor frame will create hot spots and inconsistency
in exposure across the plate and from plate to plate. Use a matte film to
help improve draw-down.
Direct-to-Plate
Plate imaging processes will be the same as with conventional screens.
The only caveat with direct-to-plate imaging of FM screens is that the
plate must meet the strict resolution requirements of any plate used in
FM screening. The resolving power of the plate must hold a 4 to 8
microline test target. Problems with run-length will be accentuated
with the extreme size of FM microdots.55
Press
Press Requirements
Two typical sizes for the FM dot in high quality work are 14 and 21
microns. A press will need to be able to hold these dots in order to
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accurately reproduce tone. A 14 micron dot is approximately the size of
a 1% dot at a 200 lines per inch screen. 56
If the press can hold a 1% dot at a 250 lines per inch screen, then it
will print stochastically at the highest resolution. As in the rest of the
production process, tolerances are tighter than in AM screening. The
press must be properly tuned.
Run Length
Since fine microdots in both the highlight and shadow must be held,
plate exposure is usually decreased from those used in conventional
screens. If the plates are not fully exposed at lower exposure setting, the
microdots will not last as long on press. A post-exposure may be
recommended in this case.57
Press Registration
With the elimination of rosettes and moire, out-of-register FM plates
will not rainbow in neutrals or exhibit color shifts. However, an out-of-
register image will still look out of register and trapping is still required
to hide slight substrate travel.58
Make-ready
Make-ready is generally 25% to 50% as long as conventional make-
ready due to unexplained behavior of the microdots and their behavior
in the ink water balance interaction. Among shops successfully
implementing FM screens, ink/water balance is universally reported to
be easier to achieve and maintain. 59
Dot Gain on Press
The
"secret" to good FM screens is a good dot gain compensation curve.
No press adjustments should be necessary if the compensation is
correctly performed in
pre-press. Any press manipulations to
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compensate for out of balance screens will only lead to further out of
balance color, muddy highlights discolored neutrals and plugged
shadows.60 Adjusting color on press is not feasible sine dot gain is not
easily changed by adjust ink film densities. (This allows one of the
major benefits of FM screens: increase ink densities, and therefore
greater tonal range without the dot gain associated with AM screens.)
Dot Gain versus Conventional Screens
Dot gain is generally found to be around 25 to 35% in situations where
conventional screens give around 18% (SWOP standard). However, an
appropriately adjusted transfer curve will compensate so that the
printed page shows no sign of the excess dot gain.61
Ink Consumption
Ink consumption can be less with FM screens compared to AM screens.
However, one of FM's strongest benefits is the ability to lay more ink
without a sharp increase in dot gain. Ink consumption will increase
whenever higher densities are run.
It is not necessary to run more ink in order to improve the quality
of the printed image using FM screens. The decrease of proportionality
failure over conventional screening improves the image without any
more ink. Some printers report that they can use less ink. The option
remains with FM screening to run densities higher than were possible
with conventional screening.
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Ink Density
Where AM screens may print with densities in the C, M, Y, K as:
1.30, 1.35, 1.00, 1.80 respectively; FM screens may print with densities
closer to 1.60, 1.65, 1.25, 2,20 respectively while retaining image
sharpness and
contrast.63 The smaller size of the FM screen limits the
height of the ink on the sheet. It is therefore less likely to spread or gain
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(once initial compensation curves have been applied) when ink
densities are run higher.
Conversely, a larger dot on the plate transfers a thicker layer of ink
on the blanket which gains heavily when transferred to the sheet. This
phenomenon is compensated for in conventional dot gain curves and
in the standards, such as SWOP, for ink densities. 64
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Chapter 4
Conclusion
FM screening is not the screening method of choice for the faint-of-heart
printer. Processes are still under development. Improvements are being
introduced with regularity; these constant updates to software and hardware
create havoc with system linearization and process controls. Current proofing
materials and techniques are not manufactured to predict the behavior of FM
screens on press. Each installation is unique; the curves from installation to
installation are not transferable.
Vendors are implementing plug 'n play press curves though their users
report that the curves which produce good separations in their production
environment are far from the curves their vendors supply and different from
those of other users. A one-shot solution to this problem is unlikely. A
simpler method to calibrate the imagesetter to compensate for the behavior of
FM screens on-press is required. The solution will take a final press sheet and
quickly create a curve suited to the exact
production conditions which created
the press sheet.
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Some users have expressed concern that vendors may have imperiled the
future success of FM screening by irresponsibly releasing the product before it
is usable by a critical mass of printers. They fear that the process may develop
a reputation that will eventually cripple its future. The fear is something like
fearing that, because of the failure of the Apple Newton in the market,
Personal Desk Assistants can never develop a self-supporting market.
Frequency Modulated screening is being used successfully now by enough
printers to establish as fact that FM screens can be printed with improvement
in image detail and tonal range as well as improved make-ready times. As
sophistication and familiarity with the process increases and vendors
continue to hone their products, we can expect to see FM screening take a
firm hold on at least some niche lithographic markets if not widespread use.
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Test Questionnaire andMethods
The interface and content testing involve the target audience of experienced
lithographers. At least three subjects are asked to use the tutorial as if they
were interested users. They are asked to voice out loud their thoughts about
the interface and the content as they proceed. They are given a set of tasks to
perform sequentially.
In this task list, "subjects" refer to the six groups or categories of topics.
"Topics"
refer to the basic chunks of information. The task list is as follows:
1. Open the document.
2. Select a subject area.
3. Select a topic.
4. Proceed to the next topic of the subject.
5. Proceed to the list of topics for this subject.
6. Return to the Main Menu.
7. Choose another subject.
8. Choose a topic in the new subject.
9. If there is More information, view the following screens of the topic.
10. Proceed to the Main Menu.
11. Quit.
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After the test subject has explored the information to their satisfaction
these questions will be asked in interview form:
A. Did the tutorial cover all of the questions you have about FM
screening? If not, what else should be included?
B. Were any topics too short or incomplete?
C. Were any topics too long or verbose?
D. Were any topics unnecessary?
E. Was the tutorial helpful in your comprehension of FM screening?
F. Did the tutorial take your knowledge of lithography too much for
granted?
G. What else should be included?
H. What should be removed?
I. Was the layout and design distracting or pleasant?
J. Was the type legible or eye straining?
K. Were the graphics helpful in understanding concepts?
L. Would this tutorial be more effective in another form?
M. Comments?
The results will be examined and compared with the results from other
test subjects. Strong opinions and consensus on any unsatisfactory facets will
indicate need for revisions.
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Test Results
Three subjects were used to test the final document. The subjects were all
prepress professionals with many years of experience between them. Their
knowledge of Frequency Modulation screening ranged from cursory to quite
well-informed.
They were able to follow the task list without difficulty. Many of the
follow-up questions were answered as they followed the task list and browsed.
One of the strongest suggestions the subjects made was to make the text more
readable. To facilitate reading, the text has been enlarged to 18 point. What
were long chunks of text have been split into smaller chunks. The
"More"
button is put to use in more topics because of the greater number of smaller
chunks.
The subjects reported that the
"More" button was confusing since at times
it did nothing. To alleviate this confusion, each text block that has further
information (accessible via the
"More" button) has on its last line the word
"More . . The final text block of that topic has no word "More . . at its
bottom. If the user clicks on the
"More" button when viewing the last text
block of a topic, the system will beep to provide feedback that there is no more
text for that topic.
On the Subject menus the test subjects reported that they thought the top
menu item, the Main Menu, was only a title for the menu directly below. To
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remedy this situation, the Main Menu selection from the subject menus has
been moved to the bottom of the list. At the bottom of the list it is much less
likely to be confused for anything but a menu item. In addition, bullets have
been added to every menu item to aid in distinguishing them from non-
clickable text. The bullet on the Main Menu further reinforces that it is on a
level with all the other choices.
The users reported feeling lost when using the next and previous buttons
and when returning to the subject menu. They felt that if the menu
highlighted the last topic viewed when returning to the menu that the user
would feel more certain of what had been visited and what had yet to be
viewed.
The document in its current form is quite robust and very unlikely to
experience trouble so long as the font "Palatino" is loaded and available. All
the major difficulties have been ironed out. It is expected that users will find
the material highly readable and usable.
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Topics for Further Study
Among the many interesting topics related to FM screening, the following are
a few important questions related to the implementation of the process:
1. What other types of FM screening and stochastic screening are possible?
2. Given a stable RIP, imagesetter and press performance, can a usable
transfer curve be created for an electronic proofer without expensive
vendor software?
3. How can transfer curves unique to the particular production
environment be easily produced?
4. How are the number of available gray levels calculated?
5. How is the graininess in quartertones reduced? Where does it come
from?
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6. On what type of images is it appropriate to under-sample (relative to
AM screening) and on what type images is it appropriate to over-
sample?
7. What are the controls necessary to conduct an evaluation to determine
the subjective equivalents of FM microdot size to AM line screen? How
would the evaluation be conducted?
8. What are proper USM settings for various image types?
9. How are make-ready times so much shorter than with conventional
screens?
10. What are the limits to heavier ink coverage?
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